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“Ishai Shapira Kalter Presents Abed A-Rahman’s Exhibition: Things Can Always Be 

Otherwise than What They Are!”(2013) is an exhibition consisting of a short portrait film 

(13:10 minutes), a video work (7:22 minutes), a book (118 pg., hebrew), a contract and an 

installation combined with sculptures and neon text works. 

The project emerged from my wish to create a neon art work and find a way to produce it with 

my low to nonexistent budget. Turning to East-Jerusalem with the idea that the Israeli law and 

thus the Israeli tax enforcement does not apply there, I began my search for a low cost neon 

craftsman. Finally I found a billboard manufacturer by the name of Abed A-Rahman, who turns 

out to be a radical Palestinian anarchist that rejects any concept of the one-nation state, family, 

popular culture, politics and grand narratives. My venture to convince Abed to become part of 

my project, and drafted out a contract in which I took the role of an artist manager and Abed the 

role of the artist. Both of us have agreed that A-rahman will create neon works for the 

opportunity to share some of his agendas and show it all in a dignified and publicized exhibition. 

I took the materials provided by Abed and blew them up, stylized them – with works such as 

Abed’s personal Manifesto printed on glass, neon sign of his phone number which manufactured 

as tribute to the aesthetic method of conceptual art but actually functions as an advertisement to 

Abed’s workshop, a blown up childhood picture and a huge self-portrait printed on a glass. His 

words, memories, family history, political and social agenda and complete image are molded into 

a sleek and sexy contemporary language.   

The project raises many disturbing moral questions. It touches issues ranging from the 

relationship between artist and must, artist and artisan or between a “true artist” and a naïve 

“outsider”. These questions are being observed under the term that I call “ready-made artist”. It 

also discusses art as a business, as branding, as fetish and as merchandise. It of course also 

engages with the ever problematic Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In this project I was willing to take 

the role of the active patronizing occupier (villain) disguised as a repenting do-gooder genuinely 

attentive to Abed A-Rahman’s personal story. However our relationship is exploitative on both 

sides, with me functioning as a vessel willing to contain the thoughts and ambitions of social and 

political outcast and A-Rahman functioning as the subject or object of an artistic project. 


